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About This Game

Shooty Squad is a fast paced, competitive first person shooter with hilarious graphics and ragdoll physics.

With a variety of guns from machine guns, snipers or even RPG's. Beating your opponent will take not only quick reflexes, but
being smart about how you play !

Learning the location and advantages of each gun, will be the key to winning against your opponents.

Each map has been designed with keeping the game as balanced as possible. Each map will have its own unique flow and
personality !
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OH MY GOD I HATE THIS GAME! Now that I have that out of the way. I've never been
more\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off to have to play a bonus chapter then this game. OK. Pros.
Hackney B movie storyline. It makes sense considering the plot. Puzzles. Lots of Puzzles. Puzzles you won't find in another
HOG game. Fiendishly difficult puzzles.
The cons. Glitchs. Lots of emm. You clicked on that section and it closed out. If you come back you might be able to click on it
again. There will be nothing there of course. You'll just waste your time thinking you missed something. The clicking on the
thing basic gameplay of any of these types of games is a little wonky. So be prepared for that. Crap map. Only shows the basic
areas. NOT the parts of them. Not a huge hassel but a bit annoying. Lastly. THE #@R$@#@#$ PUZZLES. Some of them are
really good and make sense. SOME. Others? Well I hope you like randomly clicking on things with other things cause that's
what your doing for half this game. Need to get rid of a wall? Welp I better use my @#%$@#$@#$ Pirana on a stick to get rid
of it. I couldn't make that up if I tried. It would almost be a good game if it wern't for the glitches and puzzles. Also it's not
really a HOG. It more puzzles then HOG honestly. I honestly wish this was better but it's not. DO NOT BUY. If you get it for
free or in a bundle, fine. But don't get this game for itself. It's not worth it.. I enjoy most chillout and rhythm games, but this one
was not fun to play.

I think it was the utter lack of feedback on the outcomes of any actions taken that really sealed my dislike of the game. I
remember reading that the game was designed to be 'played however you want', but in practice, it's just like a blank piece of
paper that your ink runs straight off.

Would not recommend.. So this developer had some business issues and decided to stop working on this game and turn it free to
play. I wish if I had some personal problems I could just drop it and screw over those that put me in the position I am in today
instead of honoring my commitments specially to those who spent real money.

Instead he takes the easy way out to start another project to pillage more money from hard working folks. Screw this studio and
I hope you get whats coming to you for taking the easy way out instead of FINISHING your product. Arencar you will never see
another penny from me you cheat. I hope allot of folks read this and blacklist you also. I am trying to bring this to Valves
attention to get him removed.

I have added 2 tags to this game - scam ware and fraud. Join me in adding this hoping to get it to the front of the queue so others
see this.

I also see he keeps clearing out the forum posts. All of them.. Really nice cafe management game.

Interesting game mechanics:
1. A lot of different items for sale:
 a. normal items that you can buy from several shops, some shops are rare and available only temporarily
 b. items that you have to farm for in different locations
 c. items that you can grow on your own farm (like Ish-World egg that you can get if you buy some chickens for your farm)
 d. items that you can make after you sell enough of other items (like selling 200 of Steamed rice allows you to make Ish-World
riceballs and Rice porridge from it)
 e. items that you can make after you sell a certain combinations of other items (like selling 50 Chileroo tofu and 50 Ish-World
clams allows you to auto-buy Chileroo miso soup)
2. Progress in each item
 a. at 100 items sold you become able to auto-buy this item in the morning
 b. at 200 items sold some items allow you to use them to produce other items
 c. at 500 items sold you become able to auto-buy this item at any time when amount reaches 0
 d. at 999 items sold you can use some items on altar to gain extra boosts.
3. Different workers accumulate merits by doing their job and become able to do other better jobs (not sure if it is possible to
upgrade workers, they seem to be stuck with the same skills forever)
4. No rush. You have to pay about 2k each month, but it is not hard to get that amount and it seems it does not increase later, on
the opposite you repay the debt and payment decrease, so you can just focus on developing

There are some problems with the game though.
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1. Translation may look confusing so it's better to experiment with different options and ask on forum if you are confused to see
if someone else managed to understand the game better and can explain some problem. Personally I did not find this too big a
problem, enjoyed exploring and experimenting
2. Crashes happen often and there is no autosave system, so you tend to lose your progress ocassionally if you don't save often.
On the other hand all crashes that I've seen are reproducable so if you report them with exact steps on how to reproduce them
there is a chance that devs will fix them. Also because they need certain steps to be reproduced you can just avoid those steps
and walk around the crash (for example, I had a crash when one guy was requesting a Healthy herb, I just removed the herb
from the storage and the crash disappeared. did not complete a quest though). I got another crash that blocked my progress - it
happens at the beginning of a day when certain person comes to request an umbrella, so there is no way to avoid it.

Overall I think the game deserves positive review due to interesting mechanics although it still requires some patches.. after i
completed my list of chores mother gave to me, i wake up in the middle of the night to find her dissapeared and daddy Krampus
standing in the middle of her room. the rest of the night i spent lookin for her stoopid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cuz
daddy krampus dont pay no child support and raw dogged it. 10\/10. wouldn't bang again.. A surprisingly deep story with some
really good humorous sequences! In many ways it is a criticism and also a love letter to classic adventure-style progressions..
Spacetours Ep1 is a gateway to space.

As the name states, it is an interactive space tour of our Solar System, and it is the user experience that gets a recommendation
from me. I felt like a kid going to the planetarium for the first time, and it woke up a sense of wonder in me. The panel used to
read the objects information is well thought off and adds a lot to the experience.

The only real distraction for me was the "god rays" with my Rift but that is more of a hardware problem that might not even
bother Vive users. I noticed them most at first and from time to time again, there might be some tweaks the developer could try
just for us people using the Rift, and it would make this app so much better.

For me, it was a good investment, just because of the set of emotions that brought back my younger self and me being a space
geek.

It's a great no frills app to lose yourself a bit and to show your VR gear to somene else. It's the first time I let my 7 year old
daughter try the Rift and she was ten times more amazed at the sense of presence than me. She would almost yell at every planet
she visited or nrely discovered interaction she tried.

One more point to add, and this is all relative. I love Titans of Space, and yet this being a newer and maybe less mature app, I
felt that the user experience and interactivity are better in Spacetours VR. Even my daughter asked me to let her in Spacetours
after trying Titans of Space and that is as honest as it can get on the interactivity of this app.

I see some negative reviews. Everyone has a right to their own opinion, I would just ask them to reevaluate their
recommendation after updating the app to the latest version. If it's still not their cup of tea, then to each their own.

Some ideas to make it better: Adding more content, allow more display settings customization like resolution, IQ and even being
able to reduce the amount of stars visible.

I see a lot of potential in this first rendition of Spacetours VR. I'm looking forward to seeing more conent in this app, along with
other experiences from this developer. IMO, it will only get better.. Made R&D too easy. The third and the last game of Human
Tanks trilogy. Not as good as Alter, but still a nice game.

While the mechanics stay the same, for each mission you have a set amount of tanks to choose from. So there's no more
developing tanks and modules for your liking. For like half of the game it's really annoying, since the enemy is always stronger
and you don't have access to the quick scouts or assaults tanks which otherwise you could develop in previous game. Because of
this, you have to change your strategy for this game. In pevious titles you always wanted to rush in and kill the enemy before he
kills you. Here you have to take more cautious approach with multiple scout tanks (no Koharu for you!). Of course, you will still
sometimes lose because of random Shock tank blowing up in your face or stray artillery.
Late game and bonus missions are much more interesting - you have better units, although not too many, so you have to plan
ahead the deployment, etc.
The addition of Limits and mission ranks is nice, but not really a gamechanger.
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Overall, if you liked the previous Human Tanks game, you will almost surely enjoy this one as well.
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I've been a fan of Fable since TLC. So playing this game brings huge amounts of joy when I understand all the little nods and
also just because it's a solid, well done CCG.

There's already a good amount of customisation with deck building and the heroes\/factions play on that well.

The animation and art style is beautiful. If you love CCGs or Fable you'll love this game. If you love both, it's a must get.. At
first I tried to like this game because of the subject matter, then I tried turning a blind eye to what bothered me about it, and in
the end I gave up and asked for a refund.

The dialogue was not very inspiring. I would not characterize it as inane because it is one cut better than that, but just barely.

It's hard to tell when you should click to advance the dialogue. If you do you might miss something, but that's probably not a bad
thing.

I wasn't expecting the game to be about finding hidden objects, but it is. I encountered three puzzles, none of them giving hints
as to what I was supposed to do. That wasn't a problem on the first puzzle (an uninspired cypher solving puzzle), but the next
two were hidden object finders, after which I threw in the towel in disgust.

There are several YouTube walkthroughs that I should have looked at before buying the game, because I would have realized
what I was getting myself into.

A shame, because medieval alchemy is a great subject.. i am dont like the game this is not funny for me. I accidentally pressed
Y (Dance mode) and thought i dropped acid.
10\/10. I've been a fan of creation-based games for a long time. The sort that give players the tools to create and trade their own
content. Starting with LittleBigPlanet, and much later moving on to the excellent Mario Maker, I've been doing this sort of game
for a long time. However, they are quite rare, and they're difficult to get right. So I was extremely happy to stumble across
Levelhead. FInally, a new entry into this funky genre, and one that does everything right.

Now, I mentioned Mario Maker, and I'll be making comparisons to that in this review. There are good reasons for that... while
they are very different games, there are still alot of similarities in terms of how they get the main concept across.

Like Mario Maker and LBP, this is all about using the in-game editor to create your own levels. Which means that the editor
itself is very important. It has to be done right, or the whole thing falls apart. Fortunately, it's done very well here. It's extremely
easy to use, and reminds me alot of Mario Maker's editor... the one huge difference is the presence of switches, allowing you to
create complex logic to control your levels, and adding lots of puzzle potential... Mario Maker didnt really do that too much.
Overall, it's more complex than Mario Maker, yet nowhere near as complex (or as hard to learn) as LBP was... it occupies a
comfortable middle ground, Very accessible, yet with enough potential for skilled and creative players to make some amazing
things.

It's important to know though that you wont be using the editor from the beginning. The vast majority of gameplay elements
start out locked, requiring you to dive through the campaign to unlock them all. While unlocks in many games can seem kinda
tedious, in this one there is a very good reason for them being locked, in that it prevents players from using a given element
before they have really gotten a handle for what it can do. The campaign does a superb job of slowly introducing each
block\/item\/enemy\/thing, followed by showing you some examples of said object being used in creative and interesting ways.
Through this, you get to see the extreme versatility and potential that every single object in the game has. And fortunately, the
campaign itself is a joy to play through. The levels are very well designed, and there is alot to do.

Levelhead is no slouch in the gameplay department, either. I keep mentioning Mario Maker, but the actual gameplay isnt really
anything like that. Well, aside from the controls... it has the same perfect, tight controls that MM is known for. And there's also
the fact that you can damage enemies by stomping them (usually). But outside of that, it goes in it's own direction.

Simply reaching the end of the level isnt enough. Your job is to deliver the "package" to that spot. A smiling, happy little box
full of who knows what, this object is the focus of each level. But it's not just a "key" that unlocks the exit. Levelhead features a
grab\/carry\/throw sort of mechanic. Your little robot guy can extend this sort of... suction cup on a string... and pick up various
things, such as the package, to carry around. You can then throw said object in any direction. This allows for all sorts of
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potential for things like puzzles, or trying to hit distance targets with bombs, or other stuff. The package itself also then becomes
something with it's own unique potential. It may be the means to get out, but it can also be used in many ways. Throw it onto
spikes, and then use it as a platform, for instance. You'll do that one alot, and you'll have to master the "package jump", which
involves standing on it, jumping up, and grabbing downwards at that very moment, allowing you to jump off of the package
without leaving it behind. Or you can use it to hold down switches, or throw it to collect jems (the game's version of coins), and
so on. That this ONE object can be used in so many ways is a testament to the game's excellent design. Because EVERYTHING
in the game is just as versatile.

And that is one of the hallmarks of a good "editor game". Each single object, regardless of what type, adds exponentially to the
sheer potential of the levels that you can make. And every single time the game updates with even one new whatever, the
potential grows ever further. A recent patch added one new enemy, the Flipwip, a monster with a funky tongue-wip & hop
attack pattern that can be all sorts of trouble. This ONE new foe added so many possibilities to the game, and it didnt take long
for players to start doing amazing things with it.

The most versatile things of all though are the game's transformation items. Grab one of these, and your robot dude changes into
a new form, complete with crazy new powers, allowing the player to tackle situations they couldnt before. These are superbly
done, and there's no end to the stuff you can do with them. There's some other items too, such as this sort of.... slowdown
milkshake thing... or an invincibility orb. One odd thing though is the "little" items. These are objects that large foes dropped.
Each type of large monster drops a different object when defeated, and each one does a different thing. But these are smaller
effects, not crazy stuff like new powers. However, they're still interesting and useful, yet oddly the campaign doesnt really touch
upon them. Most user levels dont either, despite that there's some real potential to these things. You'll still find yourself using
them anyway though, probably.

It's also worth noting that this is a very hard game. You are going to die alot. Like, ALOT. Fortunately the checkpoint system is
excellent, but still, you may end up frustrated or stuck at certain points in the campaign. User levels, on the other hand, vary
really wildly in terms of difficulty. Some are super easy, others are Kaizo Mario on steroids. There's actually a "Kaizo" tag that
you can put on levels.

Speaking of tags: It's really easy to sort and find new levels to play, and the game does a decent job of helping you to get YOUR
levels noticed and played. I wont go into it here, but you'll see what I mean when you check out the "marketing department". I
really like the ideas behind it. There's also a very friendly Discord where you can share levels and all that fun stuff.

Overall... this is a masterpiece of platforming excellence, with an equally amazing editor and level trading system. The replay
value is endless, and I just dont tire of this one. Absolutely incredible. Dont miss out... buy it now, and join us in making
horrible mountains covered in a bazillion spinning blades and teleporting sharks and whatever. Regardless of whether you're
making or playing, you'll have a blast. I daresay this may end up being my game of the year on here. Yes, it's THAT good..
Beautiful. Welcome to the most complex artistic medium. I can't wait to see what comes next!. Sparkle Zero is a step backward
in this genre, there are no missions at all, no tutorial or evolution statistic (unlike its predecessors), Worse graphic and awful
sounds, no cool music like sparkle 2 and 3
It's not worth 4 bucks, take Sparkle 2 instead. I never refund - I loved the concept and i have been waiting for a soccer game
since I got my vive. However i was waiting for a standing experience and this is not it - yet. You do not move the way you are
facing, I assume this is for the PSVR crowd. As soon as this is fixed I will re-purchase, I promise. Carmageddon is a vehicular
combat 'racing' game by UK developer Stainless Software released in 1997 to much acclaim for its advanced car damage model
and sandbox style freedom and plenty of controversy for its depictions of gory carnage against defenseless pedestrians. This lead
to an initially censored release for the UK version with zombies that bled green, the only way it was allowed to be sold until a
patch was released later on to restore the original palette. The German version didn't fare much better however and was given
robots instead that bled oil. Carmageddon's main inspiration comes from the 1975 film Death Race 2000 and was originally
going to be a tie-in game but licensing fell through on more than one occasion, to the point Stainless said stuff it let's just get it
out.

Carmageddon's a free-for-all race where you're encouraged to do whatever you want whenever you like and there is no
restrictions on where you can go or what is considered fair or cheating. Your opponents will often be boring enough to race
around the circuit and collect their weak paychecks from the checkpoints scattered about. Your opponents can't actually win
anything however and there is no position of your standing in the race on your HUD. That's because you don't have one, and it
doesn't matter anyway. What does matter is causing as much chaos as possible by either running down pedestrians, and in
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creative and gorier ways to net additional credits, and ramming the other cars. Wasting an opponent will give you a lot of
credits, and more time than any other activity.

There's a timer that counts down at the beginning of each event and all manner of shenanigans will give you extra to allow you
to explore the environment at your heart's content. For all manner of juicy bonuses and hidden bonus dosh\/time and various
PUPs (power-ups in Carma slang) litter the circuit and the outskirts of the race. These can be pretty gosh darned handy, for
example complete invulnerability, acme damage magnifier for really putting a dent in your opponents, or pedestrian electro
bastard ray for 30 seconds. The wacky power-downs however come in a sizable variety and are usually harmless enough, but
make your vehicle harder to drive for a short period of time. Pinball mode though is a worthy mention as its especially nasty and
you'll want to recover ASAP if you're flung into orbit to prevent reparing serious damage.

You cannot actually be wasted yourself (at least in this first installment) but credits earned during the race are often used to
repair your car, and repairing and recovering when you're on your roof or side will be happening a lot. So it's crucial to scouring
and looting the race as much as possible to get more money to have enough left over at the end of a race. If you lose more than
you make during a race and you didn't have much left over to begin with when you began the race your bank will go into a
screaming fit and pull the plug, and this constitutes as 'game over' here. Failing a race by running out of time isn't penalizing
though and you can simply jump back in and try again. You use credits earned between races to upgrade your car's abilities via
APO (armor, power, offensive), which are bare-bones as upgrades come and simply make you more resistant to impacts, more
horsepower, and dish out extra abuse when colliding into your opponents.

All races are won in three Carma fashions: Kill all pedestrians, waste all opponents, or complete all laps. The latter is reserved
for ponces however and won't really give you a whole lot of credits but it's there to sate your particular needs, you weirdo.
Murdering every ped is no easy feat however, but most levels usually have a Pedestrian Respawn or two (or three) somewhere
and memorizing the locations of these after you wipe out a quarter or two of the population and going back for it can give you
an extra edge. Participating in races is also done by a ranking system (which was brought back in Reincarnation\/Max Damage)
and you start at a lowly 99 with three races to choose from and the penultimate goal is to be number one, along the way will be
more challenging environments with more unhinged opponents (and cops in APCs who just refuse to get out of the way).
Getting hundreds of thousands of credits an event will move the rank much more (up to 5 increases max or none whatsoever if
you're absolute tripe).

The player can choose between two drivers at the start and a difficulty determining starting time in a race, credits and bonus
time earned from activities and how aggressive your opponents are. It's best to start on 'normal' and see how you fare, and if
you're the kind of person who hides under the table during thunderstorms then easy mode should be right up your alley. Max
Damage and Die Anna are the main 'heroes' of the Death Race and drive a similar model of car. Max's all-round great Eagle is
better suited to rammin' and slammin' however whereas Anna's Hawk is a faster but less strong car. Nevertheless Carmageddon
is an early supporter of equality, and all manner of men and women are subjected to the same treatment. Be it behind the wheel
or roadkill in the street. Sometimes when you waste a specific opponent you have a chance of stealing and adding it to your
collection. Some of these can be very powerful, others not so much. Beating the game will unlock every single one, including
those labeled as 'cheat', your reward for being the baddest dude.

Visually the game is competent, with adequate detail for the environments, early 3D models for vehicles and props that are well
designed and pedestrians are rendered as 2D sprites via digitized actors. Their deaths are often extremely gruesome, easily
making this the goriest entry of the series even with later installments featuring 3D peds that can lose their limbs. Sound design
is loud and crunchy, and impacts with the environment and opponents feel very raw, and the peds incredibly nasty and
satisfying. The soundtrack also features four tracks from Fear Factory's 1995 album Demanufacture in instrumental only form,
most fitting choice given the game's militant gameplay in a pseudo-apocalyptic near future world.

I have very few complaints with the way this game plays, maybe that it goes on for far too long (36 races) especially if you're
trying to do the best you can on each race which can run anywhere from 45 minutes to an hour on average. Late game opponents
become real damage sponges if you don't nick a better set of wheels (the Eagle\/Hawk just won't cut it even at max stats) and
cops are extremely difficult to waste and become very common near the end but if you manage to steal an especially hard to
acquire ride in the event 'Blood on the Rooftops' you will know sweet, sweet revenge for all the trouble they were giving you
early on and finish the last handful of events with pure bloody malice.

Carmageddon is decidedly British in its portrayal of humor, with plenty of tongue-in-cheek jokes, British slang, and raunchiness
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suited for a mature audience. Which only makes sense given the dev is UK based. There's plenty of pop culture references from
the era, akin to games like Duke Nukem 3D (even has a reference to OJ Simpson here too!). This should've been more than
enough proof that Carmageddon's intentions were never meant to be mean-spirited or shock jockery (a suggestion to add
pregnant women peds was flat out no'd), just the kind of things that make the
devs\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665themselves laughing. And you can tell they had a great time putting this game
together, a real labor of love. Carmageddon also has an equally humorous and interesting development history if you look into it
more. If you think most racing games are too dull and traditional and you want to insert more mayhem in to your driving
experience than this game comes as highly recommended! And if you still can't get enough the Splat Pack expansion has even
more content to offer. The antidote to all racers.

4.0\/5
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